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the bipartisan divide in
Congress and discusses the
difference between political
disagreement and personal
attacks.
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Wellness Task Force promoting ‘health awareness’
By Samantha Mannion
Staff Writer

The Wellness Task Force, a committee of
people dedicated to campus wellness, is a recent
addition to Edinboro University.
Member Mary Wolf said that this coalition was
formed, “to educate, advocate, [and to] promote
health awareness, healthy lifestyles, healthy
choices for everybody on campus.”
It is coordinated by Darla Elder, who described
the organization’s composition as, “designees from
various departments, including but not limited to
academics, counseling and psychological services,
student health services, student affairs, athletics,
marketing and communications, and the Veteran’s
Success Center.”
Elder went on to say that something like
the Wellness Task Force (WTF) has existed at
Edinboro before in the form of the Health and
Wellness Committee, but that they “wanted
something more comprehensive” for the campus.
Now there are, according to Elder, “several
different subgroups of WTF that work on grants
and programming throughout the year.”
According to Wolf, they are working toward
that goal of making it more comprehensive. “It
has always been interdepartmental, university
wide,” but that the push for that by Elder is much
more significant this year.
Adding to the comprehensiveness of the WTF,

Elder also said, “I think we’re tackling some
important health topics we hadn’t thoroughly
addressed before.”
The group’s events started this fall and are lined
up through the spring 2020 semester.
WTF started with the Stories over Silence
(SOS) event in September, which focused on selfcare, mental health awareness and holistic health.
It was held on World Suicide Prevention Day.
In October, they put together the Get Yourself
Tested event to promote STD prevention.
According to the committee’s meeting notes, “To
our knowledge, EU is the only state university to
provide free testing and treatment for STDs.”
Upcoming events for November and
December are Vapeout and World Aids Day,
respectively. According to Wolf, the November
Vapeout event is in correlation with the Great
American Smokeout put on by the American
Cancer Society, which encourages people to quit
smoking.
World AIDS Day, meanwhile, seeks to mourn
the loss of those who have died from the disease
and spread awareness about AIDS.
The ultimate goal of this task force and these
events, according to Joye Dado, a member and
nurse practitioner, is, “to promote wellness
campus-wide” and to remind people that
“wellness looks different to different people.”
If helping with any of these events sounds

Photo: Benjamin McCullough

Stories Over Silence, an event that focused on self-care and mental health
awareness, was organized by the Wellness Task Force earlier this semester.
interesting, students can go to the meetings on
the third Wednesday of the month at 1 p.m. The
next one will be held on Nov. 20. Wolf stressed the
fact that students don’t have to go through their
academic department to get involved.
Students can also join the Wellness Peer
Educators group, led by Wolf, which works very

closely with the task force. Students can also
become a peer responder after completing a 10week training course for two hours a week in the
spring semester. If you are interested, please send
an email to healthcenter@edinboro.edu.
Samantha Mannion | @edinboronow

Alumnus shares success principles with athletes
By Amber Chisholm
Staff Writer

Contributed Photo

Pictured: Bradley Schlecht, his girlfriend Shannon Plyer and their children.

A family and campus share memories
of departed student Bradley Schlecht
By Shayma Musa
News Editor

Family. The outdoors. His dogs.
These are the things that Bradley (Brad)
Schlecht held close to his heart and loved most
in life, according to his girlfriend Shannon Plyer.
Schlecht was a student at Edinboro University’s
Porrecco College campus in Erie. He died on
Friday, Oct. 18.
“He has a really good sense of humor, he has
a big heart, he cares...cared, a lot, more than I
think he realized,” said Plyer.
“He was full of life — funny without knowing
that he was funny. He had the ability to put
a smile on your face no matter. He was an
all around good guy,” said Schlecht’s cousin,
Brittney Miller.
Schlecht was 36 years old at the time of his
death. In addition to Plyer, he is survived by his
three children.
“He was very proud, so proud of his family.
He loved them so much and he loved his dogs
as well,” Miller said.
At Porrecco, he majored in criminal justice
and graduated this May with his associate
degree and was pursuing his bachelor’s degree
in individualized studies.
He worked in the North Dakota oil fields
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during the oil boom, served in the army for
seven years (1999-2006) and was honorably
discharged due to an injury in combat.
“He never really liked talking about it,” Plyer
said of Schlecht’s millitary service, “Whenever
people would come up to him and say, ‘thank
you for your service,’ he would always brush
them off. He didn’t like people doing that. But
he was honorably discharged.”
Students at Porrecco will pay tribute to
Schlecht’s memory by making dog toys to
donate to the ANNA Shelter on Monday, Nov.
11 from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
President Guiyou Huang offered condolences
to the family in a campus-wide email, saying:
“We all share in the grief brought about by this
tragic, unexpected loss. Our support for those
who knew Bradley will be important in the
coming days. On behalf of the entire Edinboro
community, I offer our deepest condolences to
Bradley’s family, friends and fellow students. I
know that we will all hold them in our thoughts
and in our hearts at this difficult time.”
The email also reminded those that need
additional assistance in coping with grief to seek
help through the Ghering Health and Wellness
Center.
Shayma Musa | @edinboronow

The Arts

A series of talks and presentations is just getting
started for student athletes at Edinboro University.
Michael Barnes, a 1993 Edinboro graduate and
current superintendent of the Lakewood City
School District in Lakewood, Ohio, presented
“A Journey To Manhood.” Here, he shared eight
principles of success in the multipurpose room of
Frank G. Pogue Student Center on Monday night.
Being introduced by Todd Jay, associate athletic
director at Edinboro, Barnes began by saying to
the crowd of mostly men: “It’s humbling, and it is
truly an honor to be here to spend some time with
you all. I’ve missed one homecoming in 30 years,
so this place is very special to me.”
Staying mindful of students’ schedules, he
requested their sincere time and attention.
“My hope is that you get something from this,”
he added.
Barnes currently lives with his wife of 23 years
and has two daughters, ages 21 and 20. He holds
a spot in the Edinboro University Athletic Hall of
Fame, along with similar honors at Euclid High
School, where he graduated from in 1989.
His positions over the years include teacher,
athletic director, principal, director of human
resources and operations, and vice president of
the Edinboro Alumni Association.
Speaking directly to the student athletes,
Barnes advised them to not take the opportunities

and people associated with Edinboro for granted,
before then defining the words “principle” and
“success.”
Barnes defined principle as “a fundamental
truth or proposition that serves as the foundation
for something” and explained that it is not a
hunch, guess, theory or concept.
For the term success, he shared a picture and
quote of the late basketball coach John Wooden,
who said, “success is peace of mind, which is a
direct result of self-satisfaction in knowing you
made the effort to become the best of which you
are capable.”
Barnes then shared Proverbs 29:18, which
states, “where there is no vision, the people
perish.” He then asked the audience to discuss
their own definitions of sight versus vision, before
describing sight as “the ability to see what is” and
vision as “the ability to see what could be, to see
beyond what’s in front of you.”
Vision was also the first of his eight guiding
principles. Barnes touched on the topic of both
setting and achieving goals with the saying,
“proper preparation prevents poor performance.”
His next principle was to manage your time.
Barnes also wanted attendees to keep in mind
that “everything is important, but not everything
is a priority” He encouraged them to prioritize

See Barnes, A3
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Michael Barnes spoke to Edinboro student athletes about responsibility.

Artist Spotlight
The Spectator talks
with illustration major
Hannah Mizikowski
about what being an
artist means to her,
plus surrounding
herself with ‘makers,’
Page 4.
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News Brief
APSCUF announces date for
vote on faculty contract
By Shayma Musa
News Editor

The Association of
Pennsylvania State College
and University Faculties
(APSCUF) announced
Friday that the union has
decided to move forward
with voting on the new, still
tentative faculty contract.
The vote will take place
between Nov. 13-14. The
previous faculty contract
expired on June 30,
however, the union and

the Pennsylvania State
System of Higher Education
(PASSHE) came to an
“in-principal” agreement
regarding the current draft
of the new contract. This
allows the previous contract
to remain in place until the
next one is signed.
If approved, the fouryear agreement would
take effect immediately
after ratification by both
APSCUF and the state
system’s board of governors.
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Impeachment update: open hearings to begin
By Katherine Tully-McManus
CQ Roll Call

The House will move into the public
hearing phase of the impeachment
inquiry next week, Intelligence
Chairman Adam B. Schiff announced
Wednesday.
Bill Taylor, acting Ambassador to
Ukraine, and George Kent, the State
Department’s deputy assistant secretary
in the European and Eurasian Bureau,
are scheduled to be the first two
witnesses to give public testimony on
Nov. 13. The European and Eurasian
Bureau is responsible for six countries,
including Ukraine.
House Democrats are leading with
Taylor, who many who heard his closeddoor testimony last month consider to
be one of the strongest witnesses in the
impeachment case. Taylor’s 15-page
opening statement opening statement
last month undermined President
Donald Trump’s insistence that he never
exerted pressure on Ukrainian officials
or prompted a quid pro quo. Taylor’s
statement was a detailed blueprint of
what the seasoned diplomat called a
“highly irregular” channel of shadow
diplomacy toward Ukraine.
Former ambassador to Ukraine,
Marie Yovanovitch is scheduled for
public testimony on Friday, Nov. 15.

Photo: Kirk McKoy/Los Angeles Times/TNS

House Speaker Nancy Pelosi speaks at a press conference on Oct. 2
regarding the impeachment inquiry into President Donald Trump.

attorney, Rudolph W. Giuliani, in the
beginning stages of what became a
coordinated campaign to pressure the
new leader of Ukraine to investigate
Trump’s political opponents.

Yovanovitch, who’s closed-door
testimony was among the first wave
of transcripts to be released earlier
this week, described to investigators
the involvement of Trump’s personal

EU education department raises money to build water wells in South Sudan
By Madison Streich
Staff Writer
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Students are raising money in the Iron Giraffe
Challenge, helping build water wells in South Sudan.

Edinboro University’s Middle and
Secondary Education Department and the
Educational Leadership Department is
fundraising for Water for South Sudan.
“Water for South Sudan was
founded by Salva Dut. Dut was born in
southwestern Sudan to the Dinka Tribe,”
said Dr. Heather-Lee Baron. “Dut was
separated from his family at 11 due to the
Sudanese Civil War. Two million people
died during the war and 4 million were
displaced.”
Baron continued, “In 1990, he started
a group of 1,500 ‘Lost Boys’ who walked
from Ethiopia to Kenya — almost 800
miles. When people found out about Dut’s
story, some called him a hero.”
Dut lived in a refugee camp for 10 years
before he got an opportunity to move to
the U.S. He ended up living in Rochester,
New York. Dut was one of the first “Lost
Boys” to be resettled in the U.S., and he
became an American citizen.
“Years later, he learned that his father
was alive in South Sudan. His father was
dying of a water-borne illness. This caused

Dut to help people like his father in his
country by bringing clean water to South
Sudan. Water for South Sudan only drills
in peaceful places,” said Baron.
The Edinboro professor learned about
Dut’s story in his biography, “A Long Walk
to Water,” by Linda Sue Park. Baron was
inspired by this and decided she wanted
to do more.
“I read her book and loved it and
the idea of the Iron Giraffe Challenge,
so I took the idea to my students,” she
explained.
Edinboro is now taking part in the
Iron Giraffe Challenge, which is directly
related to Water for South Sudan, the
nonprofit organization. Since 2014, the
challenge has raised over $1 million from
over 500 schools.
“I have personally been interested in
the world’s refugee crisis for some time
now and read, learn what I can, when I
can,” said Baron.
She teaches a multiculturalism class
open to the whole education department.
“As I just mentioned, I try to keep up
with the literature for various reasons,
but in this case, it was to make book

suggestions (in reference to discovering ‘A
Long Walk to Water’) for my students to
use in their future classrooms.”
The Water for South Sudan website
states: “millions of children walk eight or
more hours a day to collect clean water.”
“Many people die from water-born
parasites from the dirty water they are
stuck with. Water for South Sudan not
only brings clean, safe water, but helps
build wells so the people of the villages
do not have to travel far for clean water,”
the website continues. “Villagers actually
help build the wells, empowering them
to change their lives. Villagers also help
maintain the wells. Water for South Sudan
helps teach them all about the wells.
Around the wells, schools, clinics and
markets pop up.”
“With people’s help, we can transform a
lot of lives,” said Baron.
Students and staff from the university
may notice giraffes with scales on posters.
There is a QR code on them that anyone
can scan, and from there, they can donate
to the Iron Giraffe Challenge.
Madison Streich| @edinboronow

Popular app TikTok under national security review South Carolina heartbeat
By Candy Cheng
Bloomberg News

The U.S. government has launched a
national security review of the popular
music-video app TikTok, which is
owned by China’s ByteDance Inc.,
according to a person familiar with the
investigation.
Beijing-based ByteDance bought
Musical.ly two years ago for almost $1
billion to merge it with TikTok. Musical.
ly, based in Shanghai and California
and a fast-growing hit in the U.S. at
the time, was seen as a way for the
Chinese company to expand abroad and
capitalize on an increasing appetite for
short video. TikTok has since become
wildly popular, one of the few Chinese
internet companies to catch on in the
U.S., and is one of the most-downloaded
apps.
The Committee on Foreign
Investment in the U.S., CFIUS, which
reviews deals by foreign acquirers for
potential national security risks, has
begun to review the purchase amid
increasing concern about TikTok’s
growing influence.
U.S. lawmakers have been calling for a
national security review in recent weeks,
referring to TikTok as a “potential
counterintelligence threat we cannot
ignore.”
TikTok, has been downloaded over
110 million times in the U.S. and its
growing popularity creates “national
security risks,” Senators Chuck Schumer
and Tom Cotton wrote in a letter last
week to the U.S. Acting Director of
National Intelligence Joseph Maguire.
Their concerns include the safety of data

on the platform, potential censorship
and possible foreign influence
campaigns in the U.S., they said.
Senator Marco Rubio also wrote to
the Treasury Department, which chairs
CFIUS, earlier last month to review
ByteDance’s purchase of Musical.ly.
“I remain deeply concerned that any
platform or application that has Chinese
ownership or direct links to China,
such as TikTok, can be used as a tool
by the Chinese Communist Party to
extend its authoritarian censorship of
information outside China’s borders and
amass data on millions of unsuspecting
users,” Rubio said in a statement
Friday. “I welcome today’s news that
an investigation has reportedly been
opened.”
Reuters earlier reported the CIFIUS
review.
A TikTok representative in the U.S.
said in a statement that while the
company “cannot comment on ongoing
regulatory processes, TikTok has made
clear that we have no higher priority
than earning the trust of users and
regulators in the U.S. Part of that effort
includes working with Congress and we
are committed to doing so.”
The U.S. Treasury Department didn’t
respond to a request for comment.
CFIUS is talking with TikTok about
measures it could take to avoid divesting
the Musical.ly assets it acquired, Reuters
reported.
TikTok, an app known for teenage
twerking and singing gummy bears, has
been growing more popular among U.S.
teens as tensions rise between the U.S.
and China over trade and technology.

TikTok has been installed by around 564
million users so far this year and has
been installed 1.45 billion times since
launching. New U.S. users grew 11%
to three million in July, according to
Sensor Tower, up from 2.7 million a year
earlier. The app has become a true rival
to Facebook and Instagram.
Facebook Chief Executive Mark
Zuckerberg even sounded the alarm on
TikTok during a speech at Georgetown
in Washington in mid-October.
Zuckerberg said that while WhatsApp,
the encrypted messaging app his
company owns, is used around the
world by protesters and others who need
free speech protections, TikTok doesn’t
offer that.
“On TikTok, the Chinese app growing
quickly around the world, mentions of
these protests are censored, even in the
U.S.,” he said, alluding to the protests
happening in Hong Kong. “Is that the
internet we want?”

bill heads to the senate floor
Exceptions added for rape, incest
By Avery G. Wilks

right to have an abortion.

South Carolina’s fetal

to fetal heartbeat bans that

The State

heartbeat abortion ban
advanced to the Senate
f loor Tuesday, just after
a divided Senate Medical
Affairs Committee decided
to reinsert exceptions to
the bill for pregnancies that
result from rape or incest.
The plan to outlaw
abortion after about six

have already passed in half
a dozen conservative states,
but all of those bans have
been blocked or overturned
by federal judges.
The full Senate can
take up the bill when the
Legislature returns to
Columbia on Jan. 14 for the
second half of a two-year

weeks of pregnancy, before

session. The House already

many women realize they

passed the proposal, with

are pregnant, is unlikely

rape and incest exceptions,

to pass a fractured state

and Republican Gov. Henry

Senate in which even the

McMaster has promised to
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sign the proposal into law if

supporters are divided over

the Senate follows suit.

those exceptions.
Still, Senate Republicans

But two weeks ago, a
GOP-dominated Senate

pushed the proposal

panel removed those

forward Tuesday with a 9-6

exceptions, arguing all

vote that split along party

unborn children deserve

lines.

the right to life, regardless

The proposal is a

Popular application TikTok is
under national security review.

The bill, H. 3020, is similar

of how they were conceived.

transparent effort to defy

The debate over those

Roe v. Wade and give the

exceptions continued for

U.S. Supreme Court an

an hour and 45 minutes

opportunity to overturn

Tuesday in the full Senate

the landmark 1973 ruling

Medical Affairs Committee,

that affirmed a woman’s

14 men and one woman.
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Github employees outraged over company’s support of ICE
By Johana Bhuiyan
Los Angeles Times

When Github Chief Executive Nat
Friedman announced on Oct. 9 his company
would donate half a million dollars to
nonprofits helping communities affected
by the Trump administration’s immigration
policies, it was a peace offering of sorts.
Employees had recently learned that the
Microsoft-owned software development
platform had renewed its 2016 contract
with the U.S. Immigration and Customs
Enforcement Agency.
In donating the money and making
clear his personal disagreement with harsh
immigration law enforcement, Friedman
appeared intent on averting an internal
protest of the sort that has roiled other
technology firms whose software powers
controversial government policies.
It didn’t work.
In the weeks since, frustration has risen
among some within Github. After promising
to address questions on the ICE relationship
at a Q&A session scheduled for Oct. 11,
executives canceled the meeting, blaming the
cancellation on employee leaks, according to
a emails reviewed by The Times. At an allhands meeting held Oct. 24, executives did
not discuss the results of a quarterly survey
showing negative sentiment toward Github’s
leadership as planned, according to two
employees.
With the issue refusing to go away, GitHub
executives have changed their internal
messaging, including a memo to employees
saying barring ICE from “access to GitHub
could actually hurt the very people we all
want to help,” in the words of Chief Operating
Officer Erica Brescia.
“We have learned from a number of
nonprofits and refugee advocates that one
of the greatest challenges facing immigrants
is a lack of technology at ICE and related
agencies, resulting in lost case files, court
date notifications not being delivered, or the
wrong people being charged or deported,”
read a companywide posting sent Oct. 22,
signed by Brescia and the leadership team.
Brescia’s letter was a second response to
an Oct. 9 open letter from employees calling
on GitHub to cancel its contract with ICE.
The employees behind it said continuing to
work with ICE would make the company
“complicit in widespread human rights

Barnes
From A1

their faith, family, studies and athletics.
His third principle was to “be spiritually
grounded,” which involves exercising one’s faith.
This was followed by his fourth principle, having
a growth mindset, something he says is about
learning from failure along with having grit and
resilience.
He admits that he missed the concept of this in
his early life, as his working-class upbringing made
it difficult for him to develop study habits. Yet he
eventually realized that he could control his effort
and thus his outcome, which helped lead him to
where he is today.
The fifth principle was to “guard your thoughts,”
as all of our actions start with them. Barnes
referred to a self-help book from 1903, titled “As A
Man Thinketh.” The James Allen work stresses that
the mind controls the body.

abuses.” In the company’s initial response,
Friedman said that though he disagreed with
the immigration policies ICE is enforcing,
canceling the contract would not convince
the Trump administration to change them.
Friedman also said the revenue from the
contract, about $200,000, was not financially
material for the company.
In response to requests for comment,
Github referred The Times back to
Friedman’s Oct. 9 blog post.
Github is just the latest tech company
to face employee resistance to government
contracts, particularly those with the
Department of Homeland Security. In June
2018, Google said it would not renew its
contract to develop artificial intelligence
systems for the Pentagon following employee
opposition. In the same month, 500 Amazon
workers called on executives to stop selling
facial recognition to the government,
without result. Employees of the e-commerce
brand Wayfair walked out of their offices
in June 2019 to protest the sale of beds to
immigration detention centers.
The results of Github’s quarterly
anonymous employee survey, which showed a
decline in trust of leadership, were originally
slated to be presented to employees on Oct.
10, according to documents and a schedule
reviewed by The Times. There was no
meeting on Oct. 10, however, and a companywide Q&A session scheduled for Oct. 11 was
canceled. After Github canceled that meeting,
Brescia admonished employees not to speak
with outsiders about company matters.
“We are all responsible for respecting and
protecting internal, non-public information
from being disclosed and protecting the
privacy of fellow Hubbers as we engage in
open dialogue on sensitive issues,” she wrote
in an email explaining the cancellation.
Employees were then told the survey
results would be shared at the Oct. 24 allhands meeting, according to internal Slack
messages The Times reviewed. However,
executives leading the meeting did a
sales recap and previewed an upcoming
conference, among other agenda items,
without discussing the survey, two employees
said. (The company said it did share the
results of the survey with employees on the
day of the meeting, just not at the meeting.)
They also did not respond to questions
employees posed in a dedicated Slack
channel. Executives typically respond to the
This led into his sixth principle, which was, “be
true to yourself.” This involves a person finding
their purpose and not worrying about “pleasing
other people or living by someone else’s standards.”
His seventh principle is about serving others.
He mentioned the concept of “pouring into
someone’s bucket,” which means giving someone
else positive thoughts and encouragement in both
themselves and their endeavors.
The eighth and final principle says to choose
your circle wisely. Barnes mentioned that a person
is the average of the five people they spend time
with most, and that they (these five individuals)
contribute to as much as 95 percent of one’s
success or failure. He followed this statistic by
stressing the importance of choosing people who
help them.
Similar events are expected in November and
further details will be announced.
Amber Chisholm | @edinboronow
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Github employees are holding CEO to scrutiny after revelation that the company
provides software to ICE, which detains undocumented migrants.
questions in Slack during these meetings, the
two employees said.
One of those employees, staff engineer
Sophie Haskins, resigned Monday, stating
in her resignation letter that she was leaving
because the company did not cancel its
contract with ICE and “shows no indication
of canceling the contract,” which she wrote
was “morally unacceptable.”
“I decided early on after the execs’ letter
that my ‘line in the sand’ was that we must
cancel the contract by the end of the month,”
said Haskins.
In his original memo, Friedman indicated
that GitHub’s work with ICE was through a
reseller and that the company didn’t know
what projects its platform was being used for.
In her Oct. 22 letter, Brescia said GitHub’s
servers were being used by Homeland
Security Investigations and the Enforcement
and Removal Operations division, among
others. The ERO division is tasked with
deporting and detaining immigrants.
“ICE is a large organization with many
divisions, and we believe through Support
interactions, that ICE has set up instances
within the Homeland Security Investigations
arm, M&A, and ERO divisions,” she wrote.

Brescia cited the “other important work ICE
does, such as stopping child exploitation,
human trafficking, money laundering and
disrupting terrorist networks.” Brescia added
she was not defending ICE, simply sharing
facts.
In a fact sheet circulating within Github,
employees opposing the ICE contract wrote
that the Github sales team actively pursued
the contract renewal with ICE. The Times
reviewed screenshots of an internal Slack
channel after the contract was renewed on
Sept. 4 that appear to show sales employees
celebrating a $56,000 upgrade of the contract
with ICE. The message, which congratulated
four employees for the sale and was
accompanied by emojis of a siren, bald eagle
and American flag, read “stay out of their
way. $56k upgrade at DHS ICE.” Five people
responded with an American flag emoji.
The company did not respond directly
to questions about whether the sales team
actively pursued this contract.
Github parent company Microsoft, which
has contracts with ICE worth over $8 million,
according to Recode, has also resisted giving
into employee demands to stop working with
the agency.

Scientists discover first new HIV strain since 2000
By Cindy Dampier
Chicago Tribune

Scientist Mary Rodgers
spends her days tracking
killers elusive, constantly
mutating viruses that travel
the globe and are responsible
for illness or death in millions
of people. Wednesday, in
an article published in the
Journal of Acquired Immune
Deficiency Syndromes,
Rodgers and her team at
Abbott, along with co-authors
at the University of Missouri,
announced their discovery of
the first new subtype of the
HIV virus identified since
2000.
“We’re always looking
for viruses,” said Rodgers,
who heads the Global Viral
Surveillance Program at
Lake County-based Abbott,
a team of researchers who
focus on identifying new
strains of hepatitis and HIV
and following trends in
identified strains. “I think a
lot of people might not realize
that there is more than one
strain of HIV, and at Abbott
we’re making tests to catch all
these different strains, so it’s
important that we know all
the different types out there.”
The newly discovered
strain, called HIV-1 Group
M, subtype L, was first
collected in the 1980s in
the Democratic Republic
of the Congo, but there
were only two samples
that could be examined via
gene sequencing. Abbott
researchers, Rodgers said,
took note, but could not
advance further toward
positively identifying a new
form of the virus a third
sample was needed to confirm
the discovery. In 2001, a
sample that appeared to be
similar was collected, but this
time the sample couldn’t be
fully sequenced. “We couldn’t
synthesize the virus,” Rodgers
said. “The quantity in the
sample was just too small.”
Researchers at Abbott
maintain a virus library with
more than 78,000 samples,

and the information about
the potential new strain of
HIV essentially sat as part of
that archive until 2018. “We
always wondered if there
would be another subtype,”
Rodgers said, “and we always
thought that there might
be another one out there if
we just kept looking long
enough.”
As with a lot of the science
garnering public attention
today, Rodgers’ cold case was
cracked by advanced DNA
sequencing technology. “If
you think about the amount
of material in a blood
sample,” she said, “it’s like a
haystack of information that
you could sequence. And the
HIV in that sample is just
a tiny part of the sample.
So we’ve literally created
technology that acts like
a magnet to pull out that
needle in the haystack and
sequence just the virus.”
With that sequencing,
subtype L was confirmed
as a variant of the M group
of HIV viruses, which
are responsible for the
AIDS pandemic. Though
researchers don’t yet know
how the new subtype may
affect the body differently,
the expectation is that it
behaves in much the same
way as other M group strains.
The discovery is important,
said AIDS researcher
Thomas Hope, professor
of cell and developmental
biology at Northwestern
University Feinberg School
of Medicine, because
fighting a virus like HIV
requires knowing your
enemy. “It’s important for
us to understand all the
strains that are out there,
it’s important for us to
understand that the (test) we
are using will catch this new
virus.”
Current treatments for
HIV, which can reduce viral
load and prevent illness, are
effective against variants
of the HIV virus, including
the new subtype, meaning
that a new strain is not a

new public health crisis. But
without identification of
the strain, doctors can’t test
for it. “The most dangerous
scenario is that someone
goes to the doctor and says
give me an HIV test, and the
test doesn’t catch it,” Hope
said.
Abbott, the company that
produced the first test for
HIV in the 1980s, is, in part,
protecting the viability of
its product, which in turn is
important for public health.
“The primary concern is
that HIV might evolve to the
extent that testing wouldn’t
work,” Rodgers said. Abbott’s
tests can now detect this
strain, and the company
will share its research with
other labs that are working
to advance science around
HIV. “We definitely don’t
work in isolation,” Rodgers
said. “We’re sharing this
strain with the scientific
community so others can
work on the strain and
hopefully that can advance
things like vaccines and
treatments.”
Rodgers also will be
watching to see whether
other cases of subtype L are
discovered, now that there
is a test for the strain. “We
are wondering whether this
might be more prevalent
than previously known,” she
said.
The fact that no new
samples of the virus
had been discovered for
years may mean that it
will remain quite rare,
Hope said. But it’s the
continuing documentation
of HIV variants that is most
important.
“We’re not going to
slow down,” Rodgers said.
“We can never become
complacent, we need to
be proactive and we’re
working to stay a step ahead
of the virus. To prevent
new infections we have to
understand how they have
spread in the past.”
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Thriving artistically
Illustrator experiments, grows as an artist
By Zeila Hobson
Staff Writer

Hannah Mizikowski, an
illustration major, was happy
to talk about her artistic
journey over steaming plates
at Flip Cafe.
In her third year at
Edinboro, she has a painting
minor and is considering
minors in printmaking and
graphic design, saying, “I
want to make myself more
marketable in the art world.”
When asked her opinion
on how to grow as an
artist, she sipped her coffee
thoughtfully. “I think it’s
really important to branch
out into different realms of
art.”
Mizikowski continued: “It
helps you figure out what you
want to do. I wouldn’t have
fallen in love with painting
without taking the class as a
freshman.”
That referenced course
is “Painting I” with Dr.
Geoffrey Beadle, who she
called a “phenomenal
professor.” According to
Mizikowski, Beadle helped
her understand the regularlyignored intricacies of color.
Her favorite color changes
often, but is currently purple.
Agreeing that the
versatility of the campus
art program is valuable
for budding creators,
Mizikowski recommended
Beadle’s classes and Malcolm
Christhilf ’s “2-Dimensional
Design” course as vital for
incoming students. She also
pointed to networking with
other artists as the key to
success at Edinboro and
beyond.
Mizikowski recently began
joining clubs on campus
and is excited to participate
in Illustration Club this
semester, though a schedule
packed with four studio
classes has her beyond busy
and feeling the pressure.

“You can’t spell painting
without pain,” she said with
a laugh.
Outside of Edinboro
influences, Mizikowski
admires Bob Ross, a
confession she prefaced
with a modest warning
about being painfully cliché.
Envious of Ross’ ability to
move on from mistakes made
on the canvas, Mizikowski
admitted, “I tend to fuss over
little details; I get stuck on
one little area of a painting
sometimes instead of coming
back to it later like I need to.”
This trait was not helpful to
her in early semesters at EU.
Intimidated by the workload
of college, her perfectionism
seemingly doubled her
workload.
“It (art) wasn’t something
that came naturally to me
anymore,” she said, adding
that she almost dropped out.
After some urging from her
parents to give it another
semester, Mizikowski
found she adapted her time
management skills to better
suit the workload. She
glowed as she described the
satisfaction and personal
growth that came from
refusing to give up.
Mizikowski’s goal this
year is to create a cohesive
brand based on her body of
work for an eventual solo or
collaborative show in Bruce
Gallery.
Creating art is no easy
feat, and she admitted to
succumbing to artist block
during her efforts.
When she lacks the
necessary creative energy,
she credits her 6-year-old
bunny, Bagels, with being
her inspiration. “I use him
for reference a lot. He’s an
old boy, but he’s still living
his best life, and he’s really
helpful when I’m stuck.”
Mizikowski gets “back to
basics” to beat artist’s block
by sitting down with her

sketchbook and drawing
anything that comes to mind,
especially if it is Bagelsrelated.
Her career goals are
currently tentative. “I know
I want to work somewhere
with like-minded artists
and creators.” She added a
description of the people
she surrounds herself with,
saying, “We’re all makers in
some way.”
Mizikowski then paused
to take a few pensive bites of
her brunch, also expressing
interest in teaching art
to high school or college
students.
“I’ve always thrived
artistically, and my high
school art teacher, Jess
Olesso, really inspired me
to pursue it,” she explained.
Mizikowski wants to do for
others what Olesso did for
her.
“The idea of what I want
to do has changed a lot as
I’ve matured as an artist and
been exposed to more art. I
appreciate design a lot more
now that I’ve grown as an
artist,” she said.
Mizikowski appropriately
pointed out the mug in her
hand — white porcelain
displaying the painted
branch of a lemon tree
bearing fruit. “I get distracted
by art around me constantly,
especially in places like
this where there is local art
everywhere.”
Mizikowski has designed
several tattoos for friends
and for herself. She is
currently accepting small
commissions for tattoos,
business cards, band posters
and more. Message her on
Instagram: @hannahmiz.art.
More of Mizikowski’s work
can be seen there and on
her website: hannahmizart.
wixsite.com/portfolio.

Photo: Zeila Hobson

This week’s Artist Spotlight, Hannah Mizikowski, is an illustration major.

Zeila Hobson | @edinboronow
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One of Mizikowski’s pieces, ‘Wine and Dine,’ features her bunny Bagels.

One of Mizikowski’s 2019 pieces, ‘Alone.’

Contributed Photo

Contributed Photo

A piece called ‘Eggbeater,’ which features chicks brutalizing an egg.
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Wood Club held a reception for the gallery on Oct. 30.

Wood Club exhibition features students and alumni
By Amber Chisholm
Staff Writer

With pieces in all shapes, sizes and styles,
Wood Club’s recent Bates Gallery exhibit
featured student woodwork from both the
undergraduate and graduate levels. The
opening reception kicked off at 6 p.m. on
Oct. 30.
Chase Chaffee, a woodworking and
furniture design major, had three pieces
in the show, which was his first, and these
included his corner shelf, bartop table and
microbox.
Chaffee was originally a computer
animation major, yet after taking “Wood
I” as a three-dimensional art elective, he
eventually made the decision to switch.
“I’ve enjoyed it. I think it was the right
choice, and I think it’s gonna take me pretty
far,” he said.
Chaffee then explained that most of his
work, up to this point, has been functionbased, in that he tries “to push the form of
it to maximize the space that it’s ultimately
gonna be in.”
Graduate student Victoria Branagan, who
is working toward her master’s degree in
metals and jewelry, submitted a piece called
“Teaspoons for MeMe,” which featured six
wooden spoons on a copper ring.
Named after Branagan’s grandmother, it
is intended to be a Christmas gift for her as

it resembles times when they would bake
together.
Branagan, who is currently focused
on making spoons, got involved with
woodworking as an extension to her current
major. She’s always loved doing it and
believes the material is versatile.
“It’s been something that I’ve wanted
to get more comfortable with [when]
incorporating into my other work,” she said.
Her preferred material is mainly cherry
wood, walnut and maple.
She also appreciates the atmosphere and
thought put into this particular show: “Even
though they’re all the same basic pieces and
the same basic objects, everyone has their
own take and spin on how to make it and
how to make it more creative.”
Karen Ernst, a professor in the art
department and Wood Club faculty advisor,
described the show as “a pretty good
collection of a lot of different semesters’
worth of work,” citing the focus on boxes
and cabinets in the Spring 2019 semester.
Ernst also mentioned work ref lecting
Japanese inf luence and kumiko art, the
latter involving small pieces put into larger
ones and made by senior fine arts major
Stephanie Bryan.
“It’s fussy work but I love doing it,” said
Bryan, who also has a tropical inf luence
in her work, which was evident in a small
dresser drawer called “Waves.”

Jericho Barkley, a fifth-year senior
majoring in ceramics and art education,
along with a minor in woodworking and
furniture design, had five boxes and a
cabinet in the show and enjoys combining
multiple types of wood.
“I think it’s really nice to try to contrast
colors of wood with each other in one
piece,” said Barkley.
He also shared the advantages of using
milk paint, in that while the substance is not
new to contemporary wood and furniture

design, it is less commonly used and is his
favorite.
“It gets rid of the grain entirely, most of
the time, and it’s just a beautiful color and
has a lot of potential,” he added.
A wood-focused show typically happens
once a year. General gallery questions
can be directed to Bates director and art
professor David Martin at dwmartin@
edinboro.edu.
Amber Chisholm | @edinboronow

‘Triplets’ by Jericho Barkley.

‘Terminator’ and ‘Motherless Brooklyn’ draw yawns at box office
By Sonaiya Kelley
Los Angeles Times

Photos: Zachary Mixter

Students dressed up in costumes for ‘Boo! — An Art 100 Event.’

Students get spooky at Art 100 event
In the spirit of Halloween, Edinboro’s art clubs hosted “Boo! — An Art 100
Event” for students of all majors to attend.
Wearing their Halloween costumes, students could enjoy the festivities and
giveaways held in Loveland Hall on Friday.
Many of the art clubs were represented at different tables, all with plenty of
food and snacks to eat, as well as different activities and games for attendees to
participate in.

Students had a chance to socialize with others as well as art clubs.

While Paramount’s “Terminator:
Dark Fate” won the box office,
opening in first place with $29
million, the result is well below
analyst projections of $35 million to
$40 million, according to estimates
from measurement firm Comscore.
The previous series installment,
“Terminator: Genisys,” also opened
poorly, with $27 million in 2015,
and on an extended Fourth of July
weekend.
The overall box office took
another hit, down 20.9% from the
same weekend a year ago, when
“Bohemian Rhapsody” opened
with $51 million. The year-to-date
is now down 5.2% from 2018.
The $185 million “Dark Fate” is
the sixth entry in the “Terminator”
franchise and the third attempt
to revive the series in a decade.
Although the sequel generated buzz
at Comic-Con for being the first
entry since 1991’s “Terminator 2:
Judgment Day” to reunite series
creator James Cameron and stars
Linda Hamilton and Arnold
Schwarzenegger, moviegoers failed
to turn up for it.
“The box office fate of many
long-running franchises has been
mixed,” said Paul Dergarabedian, a
senior media analyst at Comscore.
“Some rely heavily on their box
office outside of North America
to recoup their often sizable
production costs. ‘Terminator:
Dark Fate’ has been embraced
by the fans and has enjoyed solid
reviews, so it could enjoy long-term
playability in the coming weeks.
“The current marketplace
is extremely crowded and
competitive, and ‘Joker’ has become
such an unbelievable long-running
juggernaut that it has essentially
cut into almost every other new
film’s audience and has dominated
the fall movie season in a way that
could not have been predicted just
a couple of months ago.”
“Dark Fate” was also reportedly
plagued with production issues,
including a bloated budget, script
problems, creative battles between
Cameron and director Tim Miller
(“Deadpool”) and a set that went
dark for days.
“Dark Fate” earned so-so
reviews, with a B-plus CinemaScore

and a 69% “fresh” score on review
aggregation site Rotten Tomatoes.
In second place, Warner Bros.’
“Joker” continued its autumn
success, adding $13.9 million in
its fifth weekend for a cumulative
$299.6 million. Globally, the movie
stands at an impressive $934
million.
At No. 3, Disney’s “Maleficent:
Mistress of Evil” added $12.2
million in its third weekend for a
cumulative $84.3 million.
In fourth place, Focus Features’
Harriet Tubman biopic “Harriet”
opened with $12 million, slightly
above analyst projections of $10
million.
Directed by Kasi Lemmons
(“Eve’s Bayou”), the picture
stars Cynthia Erivo as the
titular freedom fighter. It was
well-received, with an A-plus
CinemaScore and a 73% “fresh”
rating on Rotten Tomatoes.
Rounding out the top five,
United Artists Releasing’s “The
Addams Family” added $8.5
million in its fourth weekend for a
cumulative $85.3 million.
In sixth place, Sony’s
“Zombieland: Double Tap” added
$7.4 million in its third weekend
for a cumulative $59.3 million.
At No. 7, STX Entertainment’s
“Countdown” added $5.9 million
in its second weekend for a
cumulative $17.8 million.
In eighth place, Sony’s “Black
and Blue” added $4.1 million in its
second weekend for a cumulative
$15.4 million.
At No. 9, Warner Bros. opened
the crime drama “Motherless
Brooklyn” with $3.7 million, well
below analyst projections of $10
million.
Edward Norton serves as writer,
director, producer and star of the
$26 million movie, an adaptation
of Jonathan Lethem’s novel about
a ‘50s-era private investigator with
Tourette’s syndrome who is on the
hunt to solve his mentor’s killing.
The film, which earned a 62%
“fresh” rating on Rotten Tomatoes,
also features Bruce Willis, Gugu
Mbatha-Raw, Alec Baldwin and
Willem Dafoe.
Rounding out the top 10,
Entertainment Studios Motion
Pictures’ animated “Arctic Dogs”
opened with $3.1 million, well

below analyst projections of $10
million.
The $50 million movie features
Jeremy Renner as the voice of
Swifty the Arctic fox, a mailroom
delivery service worker. John
Cleese, Anjelica Huston, James
Franco, Heidi Klum and Alec
Baldwin also lend their voices
to the picture, which earned a
B-minus CinemaScore and did not
screen for critics.
Also new last week was Martin
Scorsese’s crime drama “The
Irishman,” which Netflix released
in eight locations in New York and
Los Angeles. The streamer does not
report its box office grosses.
Starring Robert De Niro, Al
Pacino and Joe Pesci, the 3.5-hour
mob drama cost $160 million to
$200 million to produce. It boasts
a 97% “fresh” score on Rotten
Tomatoes and will debut on the
streaming service on Nov. 27.
Limited releases continued to do
well, including Neon’s “Parasite,”
which added $2.6 million in its
fifth weekend for a cumulative $7.5
million.
Fox Searchlight’s “Jojo Rabbit”
added $2.4 million across 256
locations (up from 55) in its third
weekend for a cumulative $4.3
million.
A24’s “The Lighthouse” added
$2 million in its third weekend for a
cumulative $7 million.
101 Films’ “The Current War:
Director’s Cut” added 60 locations
and $1.2 million in its second
weekend for a cumulative $5
million.
Sony Pictures Classics expanded
“Frankie” into 11 screens (up from
four) to $26,259 for a cumulative
$52,360.
Utopia released Errol Morris’
documentary on Stephen K.
Bannon, “American Dharma,”
exclusively at Film Forum in New
York. It earned $7,522 and opens
Friday in Los Angeles.
This week, Warner Bros. opens
the Stephen King adaptation
“Doctor Sleep,” Universal releases
the romantic comedy “Last
Christmas,” Lionsgate reveals
the action drama “Midway” and
Paramount debuts the family
comedy “Playing With Fire.” In
limited release, Amazon opens the
Shia LaBeouf drama “Honey Boy.”
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Viva la Rage Against the Machine
By Livia Homerski
Executive Editor

Rage Against the Machine are reuniting for a
tour in 2020 that’s set to wrap up in the spring
before the presidential election, which many
are already having electoral anxiety over.
The Molotov cocktail of a rock band has
resonated with Gen X-ers since the ’90s, and
thanks to this reunion tour, they will have yet
another opportunity to reach a new generation
of disenfranchised, angry, young Americans.
With their explosive lyrics calling out issues
that still exist in our society — such as police
brutality, suffering brought upon the American
people by the cronyism of our politicians and
corporations, and government lies and coverups — their empowering anarchism is more
than welcome in these troubling times.
It’s a shame this reunion means a dissolution
of the Prophets of Rage supergroup, which
features Public Enemy’s Chuck D and Cypress
Hill’s B-Real, as well as members of Rage
(minus vocalist Zack De La Rocha). It had to be
put on hold after a brief tenure (the band came
together in 2016), but hopefully this reunion
can give dissenters young and old something to
unite upon.
So far, tour dates are few and far between.
There is a stretch at the end of March 2020
consisting of El Paso, Texas on March 26,
Las Cruces, New Mexico on March 28, and
Phoenix, Arizona on March 30. Rage will also
be playing Coachella on April 10 and April 17,
according to the band’s Instagram.
The 20-year anniversary of their

performance at the 2000 Democratic National
Convention approaches next year, and
perhaps unannounced appearances at both
the Democratic National Convention in
Milwaukee, as well as the Republican National
Convention in Charlotte would be a welcome
surprise.
Both the right and left on a micro level are
growing increasingly distant from their bases’
macro-level candidates for the presidential seat
in 2020. Although Joe Biden and Elizabeth
Warren are currently duking it out in the polls,
many Democrats and Liberals, especially
the younger generation, are questioning
why Bernie Sanders is perpetually ignored
by the DNC and how these two are the only
way to “beat Trump.” For Republicans and
Conservatives, many are not interested in
Trump’s policies nor rhetoric and find party
pressure to support him to be pushing them
away even more.
As these frustrations become exacerbated,
Rage Against The Machine’s rancor toward
the two-party system and its limitations
continue to reverberate. You’d think people
would welcome music willing to address these
frustrations, but some critics think otherwise.
Stereogum’s 2018 article, “9 Music Trends
That Need To Die In 2019,” included a section
titled: “Hamfisted Political Statements.” The
author then proceeded to call out artists like
Miley Cyrus and The 1975 for including
politically inspired clips and themes in their
music and associated videos.
However, that kind of attitude has no place
in our currently chaotic society. Music has

always been inherently political — from the
first African American slave hymnals, to the
influx of hippie-spurned Vietnam War protest
songs — and American music will remain
political as long as the U.S. remains somewhat
united.
Music uplifts and comforts, gives a voice
to the oppressed, and can unite us through a
better-informed lens of experience. To believe
that there should be a separatism of music and
politics is an oppressive and disillusioned ideal.
In addition, freedom of speech should and

will always apply to music (I’m looking at you,
Tipper Gore.)
As explained in “Take the Power Back,” we
can only rely on ourselves, “To expose and
close the doors on those who try to strangle
and mangle the truth / ‘Cause the circle of
hatred continues unless we react, we gotta take
the power back!”
Livia Homerski| ae.spectator@gmail.com
Graphic: Kimberly Firestine
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Country reviews: Miranda
Lambert and Van Morrison
The Philadelphia Inquirer
Miranda Lambert — “Wildcard”
Miranda Lambert got heavy on “The Weight Of These
Wings,” the 2016 double album all about heartache and
rebuilding her life, written after the breakup of her marriage
to “The Voice” star Blake Shelton. On “Wildcard” — which
follows the satisfying diversion of last year’s superb “Interstate
Gospel” by Pistol Annies, Lambert’s supergroup with Ashley
Monroe and Angaleena Presley — she lightens up.
Or at least, the Texas-raised country singer doesn’t dwell
on unhappy endings. (That might have something to do
with her marriage to New York City policeman Brendan
McLoughlin, which she announced on Twitter in February,
scooping the tabloids.)
“Wildcard” is a uniformly strong, 14-song collection, with
Lambert co-writing every track. She takes care to have her
fun. “White Trash” makes light of her inability to get above
her raising. “Pretty Bitchin’” takes a good long look in the
mirror and can’t see any reason to complain. And on “Way
Too Pretty For Prison,” a duet with Maren Morris, the vocal
partners decide it would be unseemly to risk murdering a
cheating man — better to hire a contract killer.
But while “Wildcard” doesn’t flaunt its seriousness,
Lambert isn’t coasting as a songwriter. She imbues drinking
songs such as “Tequila Does,” “Dark Bars,” and the bluesgospel “Holy Water” with substance. And even when
singing about “Settling Down,” she refuses to settle, avoiding

comforting country cliches about the sanctity of home and
instead exploring the tension between the instinct to put
down roots and the urge to get away.
—Dan DeLuca
Van Morrison — “Three Chords and the Truth”
The title of Van Morrison’s fifth album since early 2017
is songwriter Harlan Howard’s definition of country music.
No, the Belfast Cowboy is not going country, nor is he
resurrecting vintage blues and jazz chestnuts, as he did on the
previous four albums of this prolific stretch.
Rather, “Three Chords and the Truth” is Morrison in his
inimitable role as Celtic soul man, presenting 13 original
songs and a Van-ified take on the traditional “Days Gone
By.” The set continues his lifelong search for truth and
transcendence in an often spirit-crushing world, while
trying to keep cynicism at bay. So you get numbers such
as “Fame Will Eat the Soul,” a duet with Bill Medley of the
Righteous Brothers; “In Search of Grace”; and “Does Love
Conquer All?” There’s a “Dark Night of the Soul,” but also the
declaration in “If We Wait for Mountains” that “the world is
full of wonder.”
On the title song and “Early Days,” Morrison recalls the
R&B and rock-and-roll, respectively, that fired him as a
youth. It’s obvious that the music not only has given meaning
to his life, but also continues to help inspire his still-vital
artistry.
—Nick Cristiano
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Prince performs ‘Purple Rain’ on Feb. 8, 2004.

Prince was over corporate pop
as revealed by memoir notes
By Christie D’Zurilla
Los Angeles Times

‘Wildcard’ was released by RCA Records on Nov. 1.

Nov. 1 also saw Van the Man’s album released.

Amid a mountain of musings, Prince took aim at a couple
of fellow pop stars who’ve been getting heavy airplay for years
now.
“We need to tell them that they keep trying to ram Katy
Perry and Ed Sheeran down our throats and we don’t like it
no matter how many times they play it,” he wrote in a letter
unearthed at his home after his death in 2016, apparently
addressing the music industry in general.
The notes are part of “The Beautiful Ones,” a collection of the
artist’s notes, clippings, photos, drawings and more assembled
by superfan Dan Piepenbring, who was hired by Prince before
his death to co-write a memoir. The period after getting the
assignment was a “bizarre, three-month detour in my life, a
strange and voluptuous period. And so surreal,” the writer told
the Guardian.
Prince’s death changed the nature of the book, which came
out Tuesday. Prince hadn’t decided on the format of the
memoir, Piepenbring said, and the artist’s concept could change
in the course of a single conversation.
The pages Piepenbring was given access to, he told NPR,
“were all alive with these cross-outs and revisions and erasures.
... They seemed the perfect testament to his creative process,
which is something that he had wanted to bring across in the
book.”
The Sheeran and Perry comments were a tiny part of what
sounds like an amazing collection of minutiae from Prince’s life.
“The sheer quantity of paper was surprising. There was no
real method to the madness,” Piepenbring told the Guardian.
“In one room you’d find something from 1979, and within arm’s
reach there’d be something from 2002.”
“There’d be these moments of intense intentionality — he’d
gathered up all his handwritten lyrics from across his career,
clipped them together, and kept them in one place,” he added.
“Or he’d gathered artifacts pertaining to his father’s jazz band. It
seemed very ad hoc and very personal.”
Adding to the allure of Paisley Park’s vaults? Piepenbring had
access to only some of the musician’s papers, which stretched
back to his teen years, pre-curated by the estate.
“There are known unknowns,” the writer told the Guardian
of what remains hidden, “and there are unknown unknowns.”
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Edinboro wrestling is currently 3-0.
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Wrestling wins first matches
By Shayma Musa
News Editor

The Fighting Scots won their second game in a row on Saturday. They beat Clarion 27-20.

Photo: Faith Hannah

Football wins against Clarion
By Paul Petrianni
Assistant Sports Editor

Edinboro football would recognize
10 seniors on Saturday at Sox Harrison
Stadium, with several, including Aaron
Rogers, Myles Turner and Ta’Nauz
Gregory, leaving their fingerprints on a
27-20 victory over Clarion.
After a three-and-out on their first
possession, the Fighting Scots flipped
the switch with one of, if not their best
drive of the season. They would cover
every inch of 81 yards, calling 13 plays
and taking almost seven minutes off
the game clock. The drive also had its
fair share of dramatics, featuring two
fourth down conversions, both on pass
completions from starting quarterback
Levi Becker.
He talked about his improved play.
“Having a few starts has helped me
slow down the game, and [it’s] simplified
a lot of my reads,” said Becker. “It’s
also helped me keep my confidence up
and not panic when something may go
wrong.”
One of these passes went to Khalil
Jackson, giving ‘Boro the ball inside
the red zone. The next fourth down
conversion awarded the Scots six points,
as Becker threw a perfect fade route in
the back of the end zone to the always
steady senior wideout Gregory.
Following the score, the ‘Boro defense
would quickly provide for the offense,
as they have all season. Maurice Sims
would come up with a strip of Quinn
Zinobile, while Turner would recover
the football at the Clarion 31-yard
line. CJ Reyes-Diggs, in for the injured
Dorian Woody at running back, would
then break a play up the field for a
season-long rushing gain of 26 yards.
The ‘Boro drive would stall after the
big run, though. From there, the Scots
would need the assistance of the twotime PSAC West Special Teams Athlete
of the Week Vicente Arriagada, who
would knock in a 28-yard field goal. This
field goal would be the final points of the
first quarter as the Scots led 10-0.
Arriagada, following the win, spoke of

the mentality this year, not only for the
team but himself.
“We go into every game with the
mentality that we will defeat our
opponent; we have the skills and talent
to compete with anyone at this level.”
The Clarion offense would eventually
put together a nice drive to give them
three points — a 27-yard field goal by
James Metzgar.
Following the first Golden Eagles
points, Rogers would respond,
celebrating his senior day with an
interception (it was his second game in
a row with a pick). After a nice return of
17 yards, the Fighting Scots would find
themselves at their own 49-yard line.
It was here that history was made.
Gregory, chasing records all season long,
would pass Earnest Priester for first alltime in Edinboro receiving yards. He’d
do so in style, with Becker hitting him
for a 36-yard touchdown. The recordsetting score would put Edinboro up by
14 going into the half.
As the second half began, ‘Boro would
continue to put points on the board.
Arriagada would place the ball right
between the uprights, as he’s done all
season, for a 21-yard field goal. The boot
increased the lead to 20-3.
Clarion would get back on track,
answering after a short punt gave them
good field position. Four plays and 44
yards later, they’d find the end zone as
Mylique McGriff was left open, where he
then barreled passed the goal line. The
touchdown would cut the lead in half,
20-10.
But ‘Boro wasted no time getting
those points back. After a small gain
from Reyes-Diggs on first down, Becker
found a streaking Gregory who slid in
behind the Clarion defensive backs for
a 53-yard touchdown. Gregory’s third
touchdown of the day and 35th in his
career would push the lead up to 17. The
dynamic pass-catcher is now tied with
Priester for first in the record books for
career touchdowns received.
“It’s awesome to be the guy who
helped Ta’Nauz get those last few yards
and touchdowns for the records; he’s a

great player and I’m excited he got to
leave his mark on this program,” said
Becker joyfully.
These would be the last points for
‘Boro, who would have to hold back
the Golden Eagles as they attempted a
comeback. McGriff would score again
on a 7-yard rush, cutting the Scots lead
down to 10.
Then, after an Edinboro turnover,
the Golden Eagles would take over
at the Scots’ 33-yard line. Clarion
would continue to move the ball to the
Edinboro red zone, getting all the way
down to the 6-yard line. Ryan Bischof,
though, would make two huge plays to
limit the damage. He first held Mcgriff
to no gain on a rush attempt, while then
sacking the Clarion quarterback, forcing
them to take the field goal. Metzgar
would knock the field goal through the
uprights, cutting it to a one score game.
The ‘Boro offense would struggle
to get anything going in the fourth
quarter, but the defense would show up
when needed most. Senior cornerback
Marquese Moore, for one, came up with
a huge interception to give the ball back
to the home team.
After an Edinboro three-and-out, the
Golden Eagles would have one more
opportunity to tie or take the outright
lead. But it was the Scots defense again
stopping them on the two minute drill.
Clarion would make it as far as their
own 43-yard line before being halted.
Three straight plays were broken up by
‘Boro corners.
When the clock expired, the Scots
found themselves up 27-20, moving
them to 3-6 overall and 3-3 within the
PSAC West.
They will travel Saturday to take
on the Crimson Hawks of Indiana
University of Pennsylvania (IUP) at
noon.
“Right now, we have some momentum
and confidence going after winning two
straight. We want to go get this win at
IUP on Saturday,” concluded Becker.
Paul Petrianni | @edinboronow

Soccer falls for first time in PSAC play
By Erica Burkholder
Sports Editor

The Edinboro University soccer team lost in conference
play for the first two times this season, falling first to Gannon
on Oct. 30, 1-0, and then 3-2 to Slippery Rock on Saturday.
The Gannon loss was scoreless until the last 10 minutes
when the Golden Knights finally got on the board.
The Scots had 12 shots in the defeat and goalkeeper Anna
Voelker had six saves. On the same day as their conference
loss, they also clinched a playoff berth.
“They played really, really hard; it’s always a tough rivalry
when you’re playing Gannon,” said Head Coach Gary
Kagiavas.
‘Boro then traveled to Slippery Rock. The Fighting Scots
started off the scoring a few minutes into the game with a
Danielle Chatten goal. They’d add another off the foot of
Rebecca Manns, a goal that was assisted on by Clare Crossley.
They went into halftime with a 2-0 advantage.
The Rock started the second half with a corner kick and
quickly went to work, putting up multiple shots in the final
frame. Edinboro’s Marissa Shields then received a red card,
dropping the team to 10 women on the field. As they tried to
get their subs onto the pitch and adjust to missing a player,
Slippery Rock capitalized. Two minutes later, the Rock scored
again.
Edinboro battled through the next 10 minutes down a
player, almost taking the game into overtime. The Rock
wouldn’t let it get that far, though, delivering the final blow
with a minute left.
The Scots fell, 3-2.
“By the time we were able to reorganize and get the proper
people on, they scored the second one. [We] changed our
formation in the two minutes that we could, and we played
a different style of soccer...Then we had some chances,
some real chances with about five, six minutes to go and
unfortunately in the last minute we give up a goal,” said
Kagiavas.

Edinboro is now 9-2-3 in PSAC play.
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“They’re (SRU) really used to grass, they’re a really
technical team, and with us we’re not a technical team. We’re
more of a hard-working, grit kind of team. What we do, we
have a game plan, get it up. We do a lot of running, a lot of
hard work and unfortunately we just didn’t follow through.
We were up 2-0, they ended up coming back, a red card really
hurts us,” said Sidney Dobbins.
The Scots will look to earn home field advantage in the
playoffs when they travel to Johnstown to play UPJ on
Wednesday. They then return home to finish regular season
play against Seton Hill, whose elimination from playoffs
coincided with Edinboro getting in.
“Seton Hill is a good team, actually a really good team,
really tough to finish with. However, I’m hoping by then
they’ll have given up on their season, [and] they’ll be ready to
hang up their cleats,” said Kagiavas.
The Scots are now 9-2-3 in PSAC play and 9-4-3 overall.
Erica Burkholder | sports.spectator@gmail.com

The Edinboro University wrestling team went undefeated in
their season opening competition at Kent State on Saturday,
during the Mid-American Conference Duals against the home
team, Mercyhurst North East and Ashland University. The
wins put them at 3-0 on the season, with the following results:
— Edinboro 29, Kent State 6
— Edinboro 52, Mercyhurst North East 0
— Edinboro 36, Ashland 3
This was Edinboro’s first dual meet victory over a team
in the Mid-American Conference (MAC). In March, it was
announced that the Fighting Scots, along with other Eastern
Wretstling League squads would be joining the MAC as
affiliate members.
The wins put them at 3-0 overall and 1-0 in conference play.
Head Coach Matt Hill spoke on the victories. “I thought
our guys wrestled very tough and had a lot of grit in the
way that they wrestled overall. We kind of won all the small
matches, and there were actually a lot of close, tight matches
throughout the dual, and we came out on top in a lot of them.
So it was just a really good preview of our guys willing to fight
and have a lot of effort in what they are doing.”
Hill was an assistant coach under Kent State Head Coach
Jim Andrassy for 11 years before coming to Edinboro two
years ago.
Notable matches included at 133 pounds, where freshman
Tye Varndell would steal a win from Kent State’s Tim Rooney,
7-5.
Varndell was 3-0 in the duals.
He was joined in going 3-0 during the duals, by Lucas
Rodriguez at 125, Nate Hagan at 141, Tyler Vath at 149 and
Derek Ciavarro at 165.
“It was a good start to the season,” said Rodriguez. “We
wrestled tough, but we gotta keep it rolling. Our next
competition we have bigger goals to accomplish.”
Another close match was fought at 174 pounds, where
Edinboro’s Jacob Oliver battled Kent State’s Andrew McNally.
Oliver ended the bout when he won by fall at 3:15.
“Kent has a lot of talented wrestlers, and I think we had
a lot of guys that were a lot grittier and wanted to win a bit
more in some situations, so overall I was pretty happy in the
way that our guys performed,” said Hill.
Edinboro wrestled 10 matches in total against Kent
State. They won eight of these matches, nabbing their 1-0
conference status early in the season.
“I think that some guys had some letdowns against guys
that they should have beat, or at least kept it close, and [they]
need to wrestle better in those tight and tough situations. But
at the end of the day, this is one little stepping stone to the
start of a long, tough season,” said Hill.
Shayma Musa |edinboro.spectator@gmail.com

Swimming sinks against Huskies
By Shayma Musa
News Editor

Edinboro University men’s and women’s swimming competed
against the Bloomsburg Huskies in their third meet of the season
on Friday. The men fell 119-74, dropping to 1-2 on the season. The
women lost 112-88, falling to 2-1.
“I was happy with most of the swims. We raced well in some
cases, but we still need to work on the little things that affect our
races,” said Head Coach Chris Rhodes.
“They are working extremely hard in the practice and are
starting to get tired and it showed. We have a great opportunity
this weekend to race and then we will be resting, which we are
excited about.”
The men won three events, with the following swimmers
clocking PSAC qualifying times:
— Nick Bradford claimed two qualifying times, first with a
1:59.15 mark in the 200-yard IM, and then a 48.91 second run in
the 100 freestyle.
— Jackson Bangert qualified in the 100 butterfly with a time of
52.32 seconds.
— Freshman Ted Kinney clocked a time of 21.65 seconds in the
50 freestyle. He then added the 100 freestyle in 48.67.
— Michael Kocher qualified with a time of 55.74 for the 100
backstroke.
— Freshman Gerardo Ruiz qualified in the 100 backstroke, as
well, with a time of 53.84.
The women won three events on their side, with six swimmers
logging PSAC qualifying times during the meet.
— Katelyn Kopacko timed in at 24.32 seconds in the 50-yard
freestyle. She won that event.
— Gabrielle LaBovick came in 55.74 during the 100 freestyle.
— Yana Miletska racked up three PSAC qualifying times. One
was for her 1:00.50 100 backstroke, closely followed by a 1:06.38 in
the 100 breaststroke. Her third and final time was 2:10.38 for the
200 IM.
— Sophomore Rachel Roscoe continued to swim well in the 50
freestyle, coming up just short of Kopacko in registering a time of
25.67.
— Makayla Scheu hit 54.79 in the 100 freestyle.
— Paige Smith clocked in at 2:01.82 during the 200 freestyle.
The teams will be in the pool again on Friday and Saturday,
competing at the Allegheny Gator Invitational up the road in
Meadville.
Shayma Musa | @edinboronow
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College hockey stands to gain big from NCAA reform Ortiz II named PSAC West co-

defensive player of the week

By Jack Harris
Los Angeles Times

LOS ANGELES — All Blake Lizotte
wanted was a jersey.
Not for himself, and not one of his
own game-used St. Cloud State uniforms
either. A custom replica hockey sweater
was all he desired, one with his last name
across the back, that his family members
could have bought and proudly displayed
during his two-year collegiate career at a
university only 45 miles from his Minnesota
hometown.
“My family just wanted to wear a ‘Lizotte’
jersey,” he said.
But the bureaucratic red tape of NCAA
regulations got in the way. The arbitrary
rules of amateurism wouldn’t allow it.
“No one would print my name on a St.
Cloud jersey,” said Lizotte, who signed as an
undrafted free agent with the Los Angeles
Kings last April. “They literally couldn’t.”
Such a scenario might soon change.
When the NCAA Board of Governors
voted unanimously Tuesday to permit
college athletes to benefit from the use of
their name, image and likeness, with the
caveat it occur “in a manner consistent
with the collegiate model”, attention was
immediately fixated on football and men’s
basketball.
Will Heisman Trophy candidates be
allowed to sign endorsement deals? Will
top basketball prospects finally be allowed
to formally partner with shoe companies?
Will the athletes that generate millions of
dollars of revenue for their schools at last be
allowed to profit themselves?
Similar questions can be asked about the
future of college hockey too.
Though it pales in national prestige
compared to its dryland counterparts,
men’s ice hockey holds a unique place in the
collegiate athletics landscape. Though there
are only 60 NCAA Division I programs,
including four in the mountain time zone
and none along the West Coast, the sport
is the biggest attraction on many of those
campuses.
Take the Buffalo Sabres’ Jack Eichel and
Colorado Avalanche’s Cale Makar as recent
examples. Makar, the No. 4 overall pick in
the 2017 draft, became a regional star the
last two seasons at UMass-Amherst.
“If they were selling Cale Makar jerseys
at UMass last year,” said Joe Meloni, a senior
writer for College Hockey News, “there
would have been 2,000 of them in the crowd
every game.”
In 2014-15, Eichel reached even greater

By Bob Shreve
EU Sports Information
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Jack Eichel played a season at Boston, but there are no official jerseys
with his name, as it was (and may still be) against NCAA rules.
levels of notoriety during his one and only
season at Boston University (he was drafted
No. 2 overall behind Connor McDavid
in 2015). That year, the school packed
its intimate 6,000-seat arena for home
games, turned away some media requests
to make room for outlets such as the New
York Times, and had several of its game
broadcast by Canadian sports channel TSN.
“There is celebrity for college hockey
players,” Meloni said. “It’s muted in
comparison to football and basketball, but
at a school like BU that isn’t a basketball
powerhouse and doesn’t even have a
football team, hockey is everything. There is
a lot of opportunity for this.”
This year, Kings prospect Alex Turcotte
(the No. 5 overall pick in this summer’s
draft) has similar star potential as a
freshman with the Wisconsin Badgers. No
other current college player was drafted
as early as Turcotte, and Fox Sports West
is airing 11 Badgers games in Southern
California.
“I mean, would Alex Turcotte be better
off with a stick deal? With a skate deal?” said
Todd Milewski, who covers Badgers hockey
for the Wisconsin State Journal and is also
the executive editor of college hockey outlet
USCHO. “These are big questions that need
to get answered. And how it works is the
bigger question.”
Indeed, it remains unclear exactly how
the NCAA might reform its amateurism
rules, a long-debated topic that was spurred
earlier this year by the passage of California
Senate Bill 206.
Still, at the very least, the sale of custom
merchandise suddenly seems like a realistic
possibility. Even on college hockey’s smaller
scale, it isn’t difficult to imagine even greater

opportunities in the future.
“For the hockey part of it, there are some
dominant players that have come through
and probably could have been benefactors.”
said Kings coach Todd McLellan, whose
son, Tyson, is a senior on the University of
Denver’s Division I team.
“We couldn’t ask for anything over or
above that (for Tyson). But there are some
athletes that generate a lot of revenue for
schools and other students that maybe
should be allowed that opportunity.”
Of the nine current Kings players
who previously played in the NCAA, not
everyone was as optimistic of potential
widespread impacts.
“I was never a part of a situation where
we were bringing in such an enormous
amount of revenue,” said defenseman Sean
Walker, who graduated from Bowling
Green in 2017. “Personally, I was just
happy to have my full scholarship and go
to school, and if they were going to use my
image, that was fine with me.”
There is also a question as to whether
more relaxed NCAA regulations would
simplify the junior-hockey structure.
Currently, players in the Canadian Hockey
League (which is the top junior league
in North America and allows players to
participate even after signing a professional
contract) are ineligible for NCAA play, thus
preventing some of the game’s top prospects
from enrolling at the collegiate level.
But as the world of collegiate athletics,
the hockey community included, braces
for change, there is hope that the NCAA is
headed down a positive progressive path.
“It’s a step in the right direction for sure,”
Lizotte said. “It just loosens things up,
which is great.”

LA Times: Should teams visit the
White House in such divided times?
By LZ Granderson

Women’s cross country
2nd in regional polling
By Bob Shreve
EU Sports Information

NEW ORLEANS, LA.
– The Edinboro women’s
cross country team
remained second in the
latest U.S. Track & Field
and Cross Country Coaches
Association Division II
Atlantic Region rankings.
The Fighting Scots won
their fourth PSAC title in
the last six years behind
the one-two-finish of
Stefanie Parsons and Hope
Pietrocarlo. They now own
19 PSAC championships.
Davis & Elkins and

Edinboro remained one-two
after winning conference
championships last week.
West Chester moved up to
third, passing Seton Hill,
after the Golden Rams
took second at the PSAC
Championships. Slippery
Rock moved up two spots
to fifth.
The NCAA Division II
Atlantic Regional is set for
Saturday, November 9 at
Lock Haven. The race will
decide which teams and
individuals will compete
in the NCAA Division II
National Championships.

Men’s XC remains 2nd in
Atlantic regional polling
By Bob Shreve
EU Sports Information

NEW ORLEANS, LA. –
The Edinboro men’s cross
country team remained
second in the latest
U.S. Track & Field and
Cross Country Coaches
Association Division II
Atlantic Region rankings.
The Fighting Scots are
coming off an impressive
first place finish at the
PSAC Championships a
week ago, winning their
second straight conference
crown and 31st overall.

Los Angeles Times

They say history repeats itself and it’s hard to argue when looking
at the events that have unfolded in this country over the past week.
The Washington Nationals won the World Series and are
scheduled to meet President Donald Trump on Monday. The first
time the Washington Nationals went to meet the president was in
August 1865 when they, along with the Brooklyn Atlantics, met
President Andrew Johnson, in what is widely believed to be the first
time a sports team was invited to the White House.
Johnson ascended to the highest office following a president from
Illinois. Trump, the same. Johnson would go on to become the first
United States president to be impeached, avoiding removal by the
Senate. Trump, as I’m sure you are well aware, has similar difficulties
in the House and a Senate that is unlikely to remove him.
Trippy, right?
The only wrinkle is Johnson, along with fellow impeachmentfacing presidents Richard Nixon and Bill Clinton, dealt with
bipartisan chastisement. In the case of Trump, not one of the 194
House Republicans who voted on Thursday’s resolution to formalize
the impeachment investigation voted “yes.” It’s a clear snapshot of
how the country is perhaps just as divided politically as it was when
Johnson became president shortly after the conclusion of the Civil
War.
All of which leads to this question: When it’s all said and done,
will the tradition survive?
Over the course of the 154 years between the Nationals’ first visit
and the pending one, teams would accept White House invitations
if for no other reason than out of respect for the office of the
presidency.
Yes, we’ve always had players skip the celebration for a variety of
reasons, but for the most part those reasons did not overshadow
the occasion. That no longer feels true. Who declines the White
House invitation, and more importantly, why, have become far more
compelling than awkward photo ops.
From Boston Red Sox manager Alex Cora choosing not to attend
the celebration because of how the Trump administration handled
Hurricane Maria relief to Puerto Rico to U.S. Women’s soccer star
midfielder Megan Rapinoe saying she’s “not going to the (expletive)
White House” in protest, we are inching closer to the point in which
accepting an invite from the president is conflated with accepting
the president.
It’s an unfortunate but understandable development. Historically,
sports was one of those aspects in American life in which fans from
various walks of life could find common ground, if only for nine
innings or four quarters. But now not even the euphoria of winning
a championship appears powerful enough to overcome the divisive
sludge that is oozing out of our smartphones, televisions and radios.
It’s hard to paint Nationals relief pitcher Sean Doolittle as
anything other than a decent person. He volunteers to help
displaced military veterans, he hosted Thanksgiving dinner for
Syrian refugees and he listens to his mom and dad, telling The New
York Times, “when I was a kid, I remember my parents would say,
‘Baseball is what you do, but that’s not who you are’ like that might
be my job, but that’s not the end-all, be-all.”

LOCK HAVEN, Pa. —
The Pennsylvania State
Athletic Conference today
announced its football
athlete of the week awards,
with Edinboro’s Gilberto
Ortiz II (Dunkirk, N.Y./
Pine Valley/Erie CC)
selected the PSAC West
Co-Defensive Athlete of
the Week. Ortiz shared the
award with Slippery Rock’s
Dalton Holt.
A 6’4”, 235 lb. defensive
end, Ortiz spearheaded a
strong defensive effort as
Edinboro won its second
straight game with a 27-20
win over Clarion. The
Fighting Scots would limit
Clarion to 271 total yards
on 77 plays, less than four
yards per play. They forced
three turnovers and had
four sacks.

Ortiz was central in that
effort. The junior finished
with 6 tackles, with 4 solo
stops. That included 4
tackles for losses totaling 16
yards, plus a pair of sacks
for 14 yards. The second
sack came with just under
two minutes and Clarion
looking to drive for the
tying score.
Ortiz has played in all
nine games this season,
joining the starting lineup
recently and starting three
games. He has 42 tackles
to lead all of Edinboro’s
defensive linemen,
including 10.0 TFL and 4.5
sacks. He lead the Scots
in sacks and is second in
tackles for losses.
Edinboro will look to
build on its two-game
winning streak on Saturday,
November 9 as the Fighting
Scots play at 19th-ranked
Indiana(Pa.).

Charleston(WV) and
Edinboro remained onetwo for the seventh straight
week. Davis & Elkins
moved up to third after
winning the Mountain East
Conference championship.
Lock Haven moved up to
fourth, with Concord fifth.
The NCAA Division II
Atlantic Regional is set for
Saturday, November 9 at
Lock Haven. The race will
decide which teams and
individuals will compete
in the NCAA Division II
National Championships.
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The Nationals celebrate their Game 7 victory.

When Trump tried to characterize his infamous “grab (women)
by the ... “ remark as locker room talk, Doolittle took to Twitter to
say, “As an athlete, I’ve been in locker rooms my entire adult life and
uh, that’s not locker room talk.”
Yet despite these and other examples of his humanitarianism, his
choosing to not visit the White House in protest of Trump’s rhetoric
is going to place him in a bad light for a lot of people. They will view
his actions as disrespectful, even unpatriotic. Maybe Trump will call
him a son of a bitch the way he referred to NFL players who were
protesting police corruption as such.
Again, this isn’t the first time an athlete has declined such an
invitation in protest. But this is the first time in recent memory that
the lines being drawn are authored by the president himself, thus
posing a dilemma for his supporters, are you with me or with them?
And now that this precedent has been set, will we be able to
recover? Regardless of what happens with the impeachment inquiry,
the partisan hostility is requiring athletes, teams and universities to
think beyond travel logistics with each White House invite. Now
they must consider the message being sent.
Once upon a time the message was about respecting the
office. Increasingly it has become about the person in the office.
Today team’s are skipping the visit because they don’t like Trump.
Tomorrow perhaps teams skip because they don’t like the policies or
rhetoric of the new guy. ... or gal.
Remember there was a time in which the White House
Correspondents’ Dinner was the hottest ticket in town. Three years
of poisonous rhetoric and hostility later, it is barely an afterthought.
That is the same trajectory the sports invitation is headed. It is
becoming a PR nightmare for the White House and more trouble
than what it’s worth for teams with vocal athletes, and that was
before the impeachment inquiry.
Face it, Doolittle’s absence for political reasons is the new normal
and so for a segment of people looking for an escape, they may want
to try another route. This, sadly, leads to a dead end.
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Edinboro swept Cal U after losing to Seton Hill.

’Boro takes three-set win
over Cal U, moves to 14-11
By Bob Shreve
EU Sports Information

What a difference a day
makes!
Less than 24 hours after
losing in three sets to Seton
Hill, Edinboro came back
to hand Cal U a 3-0 defeat,
winning by scores of 25-18,
25-23, and 25-23. After
dominating the action in
the first set, the Fighting
Scots came back from 21-20

deficits in the final two sets
to win. The victory maintains
Edinboro’s hopes for a PSAC
Tournament berth. Head
coach Missy Soboleski’s team
has four matches remaining,
three on the road.
Freshman Bella Burrelli
paced the Boro with 15 kills,
while Sally Sterkel, Cierah
Jackson, and Alicia Eldredge
had 7 kills apiece. Eldredge
added 30 assists and 8 digs.
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Impeachment is
not bringing out
the best in Trump
By Walter Shapiro
CQ-Roll Call

Thomas Jefferson created his own Bible, deleting with a
penknife those portions of the New Testament that troubled
his deist views. In similar fashion, Donald Trump has
apparently created his own Constitution by ripping out any
clause that challenges his power or deflates his blimp-sized
ego.
Monday, in the midst of the reality show that he called
a Cabinet meeting, Trump denounced what he called
“this phony emoluments clause.” In most versions of
the Constitution, Article 1, Section 9 bans “any present,
Emolument, Office, or Title, of any kind whatever, from any
King, Prince, or foreign State.”
But that line has clearly been ripped from the Trump
Constitution. The president even creatively added to his
Constitution passages like defining “treason” to cover any
action or statement by Nancy Pelosi and Adam Schiff that
challenges his power.
Of course, there is another possibility: The president has
less knowledge of the Constitution than a mediocre student
in a ninth-grade civics class. But that seems so unlikely that
it is barely worthy of consideration.
In a typically bizarre 24-hour period, Trump’s claim about
the phony emoluments clause was only topped by his Sunday
tweet calling his new Defense secretary “Mark Esperanto”
instead of Esper. Presumably, Trump prefers Esperanto to
a language like Latin that has given us the phrase “quid pro
quo.”
Can we all agree that the specter of impeachment may not
be bringing out the best in Donald J. Trump?
The impeachment efforts aimed at Richard Nixon and
Bill Clinton mostly revolved around what these amoral
presidents had done in the past. But with Trump, the rap
sheet changes with each shrill and randomly capitalized
tweet.
Unlike other beleaguered presidents, Trump appears to
have no one around him whom he fully trusts. And certainly
the recent performances of Mick Mulvaney and Rudy
Giuliani suggest that this is a rare moment when Trump’s
judgment about other people may actually be right. Having
long ago driven anyone competent from his inner circle,
Trump is left fuming over inept public defenders afflicted
with foot-in-the-mouth disease.
The result is Trump Unchained or, more accurately,
Trump Unhinged. Every time Trump creates a new crisis, it
is hard to know whether this is presidential temper tantrum
or a deliberate distraction.
Did Trump order the humiliating abandonment of the
Kurds because he became irked at generals telling him that
we can’t retreat from Syria? Did Trump try to gift (or is it
grift?) his Florida resort with the 2020 G-7 meeting as a
last-ditch effort to promote his properties while he still has
residency privileges in the Oval Office?
If the past week has taught us anything, it is that anyone
who makes an “Of course, I’m right, you fool” prediction
about the politics and outcome of impeachment should be
ignored.
It doesn’t matter if these excessively confident forecasts
about the future are being offered on a cable TV news
show or behind a set of microphones at a Capitol Hill press
conference. The truth is that we are entering waters so
uncharted that sea monsters and mermaids are more likely
to appear than dry land.
The wild card, of course, is Trump.
Creating White House fires like a pyromaniac who just
found a flame-thrower, Trump retains the ability to keep
adding to the list of potentially impeachable offenses. It
almost seems quaint to recall the days when he appeared
merely guilty of obstruction of justice.
Of course, Pelosi and the House Democrats have to decide
whether the goal of impeachment is to embarrass Trump
or to remove him from office. Any serious effort to enforce
the Constitution would require public hearings, a flexible
timetable and a sincere effort to sway wavering Republicans.
While Pelosi’s strategy remains tightly guarded, there
are strong hints that the House Democrats want to hold an
impeachment vote early in the Christmas carol season. As
Jim Himes, a senior Democrat on the House Intelligence
Committee, said on “Face the Nation” Sunday, “My belief is
that the speaker of the House would like to get this wrapped
up by the end of the year.”
A Senate impeachment trial in, say, January would have
a strange and unpredictable effect on the Democratic
presidential race since the six senators currently seeking
the nomination (Elizabeth Warren, Bernie Sanders, Kamala
Harris, Amy Klobuchar, Cory Booker and Michael Bennet)
would be confined to Washington six days a week.
Would this give a boost to candidates like Joe Biden and
Pete Buttigieg who would not be required to sit in judgment
on the president? Or would so much attention be focused on
the trial that the six senators would dominate the newscasts
after each day’s presentation of the case?
The Trump defense will, of course, be that old “Lock her
up” standby, the Democrats are the ones who are corrupt. Or
as the hapless Mulvaney claimed last week, “There’s going to
be political influence in foreign policy. Get over it.”
In truth, no prior president has ever muscled a country
like Ukraine by suspending congressionally approved
military aid in order to get dirt on an American political
rival. But if Trump gets away with it, future presidents,
from both parties, will be tempted to emulate his thuggish
behavior.
That is why the most important political statement of
the week was made by retiring Florida GOP Rep. Francis
Rooney, when he explained why he had an open mind on
impeachment: “I want to get the facts and do the right thing.
Because I’ll be looking at my children a lot longer than I’m
looking at anybody in this building.”
“Do the Right Thing” is more than an early movie by
Spike Lee. It should be the guiding principle for every
member of Congress as they grapple with the unpredictable
drama called impeachment.
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The role of bipartisanship after death of
Maryland Representative Elijah Cummings
By Anisa Venner-Johnston
Voices Editor

The Viewpoint is voted on by The
Spectator staff, while then written by the
editor of the Voices section.
When U.S. Rep. Elijah Cummings died
in mid-October, it was followed by the
cries of those grateful and inspired by the
work the congressman had done while
in office.
In the months leading up to
Cummings’ death, though, President
Donald Trump made it his personal goal
to tear down the lawmaker on a national
platform, even if he later admitted in a
tweet to having seen first-hand the power
and integrity that was Elijah Cummings.
Awareness only when someone has
fallen ill or died is no longer enough.
Since Trump has been in office,
bipartisanship means personal attacks on
the sole basis that you disagree on policy.
Cummings had spent 13 terms as a
Maryland representative and was, more
than anything, proud of his state and his
country.
He spent his years advocating for the
black working class, fought his way to
chair of the Oversight Committee and
fought against high prescription drug
prices.
Dr. Maya Rockeymoore Cummings,
chair of the Maryland Democratic
Party and wife to Elijah Cummings,
spoke at the funeral about her husband’s
accomplishments and the hardships he
faced leading up to his death.
"What congressman, chairman
Cummings did was not easy. And it got
infinitely more difficult in the last months
of his life when he sustained personal
attacks and attacks on his beloved city.
And while he carried himself with grace
and dignity in all public forums, it hurt
him. Because one thing you do not know
about Congressman Cummings: he was
a man of soul and spirit. He felt very
deeply. He was very empathetic. It was
one of his greatest gifts. And it was one
of the sources of his ability to be a public
servant and a man of the people."
She continued: "This was a man of
the utmost integrity. Do you hear me?
He had integrity and he cared about
our democracy. He cared about our
planet. He cared about our community.
He wanted to make sure that we left a
society worthy of our children. So, I also
wanted to tell you it was not easy in the
last months of his life, because he was
absolutely in pain, but get this: he was a
waling miracle. Do you know that he was
diagnosed with a life-threatening illness
more than 25 years ago? He was given six
months to live more than 25 years ago,
and he kept going. He kept fighting. He
kept standing. He kept working.”
Rockeymoore Cummings let
the nation know of Representative
Cummings' drive to leave this country
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U.S. Rep. Elijah Cummings died on Oct. 17, 2019.
better than it started, along with
battling his illness, is something even
Trump knew and witnessed about the
representative.
In a tweet, Trump said he witnessed
“first hand the strength, passion and
wisdom” that was Rep. Cummings — an
acknowledgment that means nothing.
Bipartisanship leaves Democrats, like
Cummings, and Republicans, like Trump
(if you can even call him a Republican)
divided on policies, but it should not
prohibit people in office, left or right,
from respecting one another.
It's no secret that over the course of
Trump’s time as president, Cummings
had been one of his more vocal critics.
The Baltimore Sun reported on several
incidents in which Cummings and
Trump clashed.
The first of several incidents seemed
normal and was bipartisan bickering
at its best. However, as the Mueller
investigation started to draw headlines
at every news organization and on every
newspaper, tensions between Democrats
and the Trump administration were
reflected in meetings, press conferences
and interactions online. The continuing
investigation only further escalated party
tension, as each was out to prove the
other side wrong by all means necessary.
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Dr. Maya Rockeymoore Cummings talks about her husband's resiliency.

In April 2019, Trump sued Cummings
for crossing a “constitutional line”
after he had subpoenaed the president
to release his financial records.
Cummings believed that the subpoenaed
information was key to proving that
there were executive branch wrongdoings
(cough cough, tax evasion, cough
cough).
Trump suing Cummings was just
the start of the personal attacks. In July,
three days after the Mueller Report
was released, Trump was calling the
representative’s home base, Baltimore, “a
rat and rodent infested mess” on Twitter.
Then in August 2019, Trump, as he is
known to do, sarcastically tweeted about
the robbery of the Cummings residence
in Baltimore, saying, “too bad!”
Cummings was not the only victim
of Trump’s personal attacks. In July
2019, the president tweeted about Reps.
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, Ilhan Omar,
Rashida Tlaib and Ayanna Pressley,
encouraging them to go back to where
they came from. By the way, all besides
Omar (who is a legal U.S. resident) are
natural born citizens.
He stated: “So interesting to see
‘Progressive’ Democrat Congresswomen,
who originally came from countries
whose governments are a complete and
total catastrophe, the worst, most corrupt
and inept anywhere in the world (if they
even have a functioning government at
all), now loudly and viciously telling the
people of the United States, the greatest
and most powerful Nation on earth, how
our government is to be run."
He later, while on the campaign trail
in North Carolina, welcomed the racist
chant about Omar of “send her back.”
Sadly, it’s not only Trump who is guilty
of foul play on Twitter, at rallies and in
meetings. However, as head of state and
head of nation, he and his actions speak
for everyone across America. When he
attacks groups and those that represent
us, he in turn attacks everyone who voted
for that person.
Trump and all those — Democrats,
Republicans and everyone in between
— need to redefine bipartisanship.
Lawmakers and enforcers do not have
to agree on policy, but the reign of the
personal, malicious verbal attacks on one
another must come to end, before the
very nation we all love and all represent
becomes absolutely divided.
Politicians are now acting like
children. They're calling each other
names and attacking personal
appearances in the name of policy and
it's pathetic. We don’t have to agree with
one another, but lawmakers must respect
each other in the name of democracy.
Anisa Venner-Johnston | @edinboronow
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Biden denied access to communion over abortion debate
By Beau Bruneau
Staff Writer

Church is supposed to be a welcoming place. Recently, Saint
Anthony Catholic Church in Florence, South Carolina denied
Joe Biden communion for his political opinions on abortion.
There are multiple branches in Christianity, referred to as
denominations. Most denominations have a communion. The
followers of the Catholic denomination give communion a
deeper meaning.
A few chapters of the Bible depict the moments before
Jesus’ arrest and his death soon after. There was a specific
dinner held with Jesus and his apostles. The dinner was later
known as the Last Supper, as depicted in the famous painting
by Leonardo Da Vinci. Jesus prepares two items (bread and
wine) signifying his body and blood, respectively. Ingesting
them creates a bond between God and the followers who
partake. Communion is the recreating of this moment in
church. Chunks of bread that are sometimes nothing more
than crackers, along with a small cup of either wine or fruit
juice, are passed around and then consumed after rereading
the passages of what Jesus said.
In Catholicism, this bond expresses a union between all
members of the faith. This is why Catholicism has such strict
laws. Those who take communion are considered to believe in
the same beliefs.
It makes sense why the priest denied Biden communion. To
the priest’s beliefs, letting Biden participate in communion is
like making all those who were in that church share his beliefs
on abortion.
This is not the first time this has happened either. In 2004,
John Kerry was denied communion for his pro- choice beliefs.
Patrick J. Kennedy was told by a bishop in Providence, Rhode
Island to stop taking communion over Kennedy’s support of
abortion rights back in 2007.
Christianity, though, is meant to be more tolerant. Not once
in the Bible does it say to deny someone from participating
in church. Even though U.S. “separation of church and state”
allows these things to happen, it is still not right.
Denying Biden communion does not change the fact that
he's still Catholic. If worshipers are not allowed to follow basic
traditions of their religion, how can the church then convince
them that what they're doing is wrong?
Archbishop Charles Chaput once said that politicians
who refuse to go against abortion should not call themselves
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Former vice president and 2020 hopeful Joe Biden was denied communion for his stance on abortion.
Catholic or take communion. The archbishop would rather
put pro-life Catholics over “the vanity or hurt feelings of
an individual Catholic governor or senator or even vice
president.”
Personally, Biden opposes abortion, but he refuses to
impose that on others. Biden feels he should not be allowed to
tell others what to do with their own body.
“Any public figure who advocates for abortion places
himself or herself outside of church teaching,” the Rev. Morey
said.
However, Biden is not advocating for abortion. He is
advocating freedom for women to choose what they want to
do with their bodies.

The Bible clearly outlines how worshipers should not judge
others for what they do since everyone sins and all sins count
the same. It's a guarantee that everyone in that South Carolina
church has lied at least once in their life. If lying is a sin, then
why single out Biden? Would that not mean all worshipers are
unworthy of taking communion in church? Why single out
public figures?
Church is meant for everyone. The point of a church is to
have a place where Christians can worship with each other. It
was never meant to be a place of seclusion. It only takes a few
to ruin a good thing.
Beau Bruneau | @edinboronow

Always brand removes the The NCAA solved one
Venus sign from packaging problem and maybe more
By Erica Burkholder
Sports Editor

Always — a branch of Proctor and Gamble
that makes feminine hygiene products —
recently announced that they’re taking the
Venus sign off a variety of their products'
packaging.
Always made this decision in order to
include non-binary people and trans men, as
some still menstruate even though they don't
identify as female.
This led to those on both sides of the
debate jumping into the fray. The hashtag
#boycottalways popped up on Twitter as some
felt that Always was ignoring cis women.
The other side stands with the activists
that asked Always to take it off in order to
not contribute to feelings caused by body
dysmorphia for people who have vaginas, but
don't identify as women.
When it comes to Always pads, the Venus
sign varies in size and prominence on
packaging; some take up the majority of one
side of the packaging, and some have small
ones that are barely noticeable.
Depending on your pad of choice, you may
not have even noticed the sign. It’s ridiculous
that women are focusing on the removal of
the sign over actual menstrual issues. The
pads don't always have the Venus sign. My
bathroom is stocked with pads, from various
companies (mainly Always), yet I have never
noticed a Venus sign on any of the products,
nor do I feel my sexuality was threatened by
not seeing it.
It’s simple marketing: some of the pads have
the sign and some do not.
Something this small shouldn't be causing
an argument this big when there are more
pertinent issues involving periods.
As of July 2019, according to The New
York Times, 35 states still tax tampons and
pads as luxury items. The Period Equity, a
legal organization that promotes “affordable,
and safe menstrual products” claims on their
website that states make an estimated $150
million from taxes on menstrual products.

This allows states to tax products that are
marketed toward those with periods (as if it
wasn’t expensive enough).
Now, not only are people with periods from
across the nation dealing with a single tax on
tampons, but the pink tax too.
Another important issue with pads and
tampons are the chemicals in them. Users and
sellers still don’t understand or know how the
chemicals interact with the body when they’re
in or near the vagina and labia.
According to womensvoices.org, there are
roughly 33 chemicals in the different pads
and tampons (they vary from company to
company). Little is known about the effects
these chemicals have on the vagina.
The chemicals and those unknown effects
are actually being talked about in another
hashtag: #myalwaysexperience.
According to Teen Vogue, the hashtag was
started by Always to promote their brand,
specifically their Kenya branch (Always
Kenya), but recently its been overtaken by
people that are dealing with rashes and burns.
This has raised the question if Always
Kenya has different products then the U.S., but
Always Kenya denies the claim.
Periods have always been taboo. As people
who get periods struggle to deal with their
menstrual cycle, it is important to have a
support system.
In high school, I was lucky to have a
significant other that carried around pads and
tampons in his car and locker, even though he
himself never needed them.
In my small-town high school, that was
a little unheard of, but it was a blessing. It’s
something that needs to be done more.
Instead of focusing on packaging and a
sign that can be smaller than a quarter, let’s
stop taxing period products and overcharging
people who have periods in general. Let’s look
into pads and tampons and make sure they're
safe. Let’s make periods less of a taboo.
Let’s end menstrual embarrassment.
Erica Burkholder | @edinboronow

By Adam Hoffer & Jared Pincin
Tribune News Service

The NCAA recently announced it will allow
college athletes to profit from their names, images,
and likenesses beginning January 2021. The
landmark decision is long overdue. The question
on everyone’s mind is, “What happens now?”
The new era should be fairer for athletes, for
many universities, and even for fans pining for
better competition.
While officials have not yet decided on the
not-so-small details of how these payments will
be constrained, enforced, and monitored, college
athletes could soon earn what they’re worth.
Markets and competition will drive wages, just
not in the exact way most labor markets function.
Normally, when multiple employers compete
to hire someone, it’s with wages and salaries. This
very process creates a robust market for college
coaches. Clemson University football coach Dabo
Sweeney has surpassed Alabama’s Nick Saban
as the country’s highest paid coach (and public
employee) earning $9.3 million last year.
The NCAA enforces a zero-dollar wage for
athletes aside from scholarship money. Todate, athletes also cannot accept side income
from universities, booster programs or alumni.
Eager boosters hoping to help attract top talent
instead give millions to schools for facilities
that sometimes outrival professional facilities.
(Clemson’s football facility even includes a
miniature golf course.)
After the new rule kicks in, expect change.
Markets are incredibly efficient at allocating
resources where they are most valued. If a price is
manipulated, secondary markets arise.
Think about one very effective secondary
market: sporting event tickets. At the beginning
of the year, season ticket holders could buy
tickets to the upcoming Alabama-LSU football
game in Tuscaloosa for as little as $77; students
could purchase tickets for $20. At the time of this
writing, the cheapest available ticket on Stubhub.
com is $269.
Expect the secondary market to step in again as
those boosters redirect their money. Star athletes
should find large endorsement deals waiting,
especially from financial supporters of athletic

programs who operate outside the umbrella of the
universities. All athletes will be eligible to benefit
from their likenesses being used in national
products, such as a potential reboot of EA Sports’
“NCAA Football.”
Expect few financial changes from universities.
Most athletic departments are not profitable or
sustainable without assistance from the university.
Some redistribute profits from football and men’s
basketball to other, less profitable sports.
And overall, expect a win-win: student-athletes
compensated for the value they create without
sapping the resources of their cash-strapped
schools. We opined for a similar path forward
several years ago after discovering that the
remarkable growth in NCAA revenues was going
to coaches, as opposed to scholarships, at a rate of
7.5-to-1.
As for the fan experience, some worry about
competitive balance. Surely the best schools will
find financial supporters to pay players the most
money, right? Nobody wants college football to
resemble Major League Baseball, where spending
tends to equal wins. Luckily, this fear may be
misplaced.
For starters, NCAA football is already the least
competitive major U.S. sport. Alabama played in
the past four national title games and is the oddson favorite in Las Vegas to win this year. Indiana
still has fewer Big Ten titles than the University of
Chicago, which dropped out of the conference in
1939. In college football, the good are great and
the bad are ugly.
Currently, coaches largely drive success in
college football and college basketball. The best
coaches recruit the best talent, win, and the cycle
repeats itself. If athletes’ wages are identical (zero),
why play for anyone other than the best coach?
The rule change gives more schools a chance.
Currently, more universities have deep-pocketed
supporters than have elite programs. Alabama
has Saban, and Clemson has Sweeney, but their
boosters aren’t the only ones with money. It’s not
clear that Alabama or Clemson’s boosters could
afford all of their schools’ players on an open
market.
It’s the right decision. College players will earn
more for the value they create, and fans may even
see a better product.

Do you have concerns you would like to express in the Spectator?
We want to hear them
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13th annual Holiday
Arts Fair approaching
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The JWPMS portrayal of ‘Hoodie’ by Lindsay Price was made possible through a new ‘Intro to Theater’ class.

Local middle school theater
course presents ‘Hoodie’
James W. Parker Middle School’s fall play took place last
weekend.
Students performed Lindsay Price’s “Hoodie,” a middle
school vignette play that examines self-image and appearance.
The cast list included Ellah Beachly, Delia Brasington,
Ciara Cieloszyk, Emma Czarnecki, Samantha Fellows, Wesley
Haskins, Jordan Henderson, Cullen Howard, Noah Kowalczyk,
Shawn Litz, William McConnell, Mackenzie Miller, SarahTerese Petkac, Cassidy Swain, Jonathan Anthony, Olivia
Bertig, Kaitlyn Brozich, Chase Gerlach, McKayla Hargest,
James Kehl, Chloe Marsh, Ethan McCarthy, Comarali Miles,
Konnor Repine, Malina Santucci, Cloey Senyo, Allisyn Stuck,
Melody Waldinger and Adaline Yeager.

This play developed through James W. Parker Middle
School’s brand new class, “Intro to Theater.” This course
cultivates students’ acting and public speaking skills through
theater. The play was between 45 minutes to an hour.
General McLane School District is dedicated to making
the arts an integral component of the District’s curricular and
co-curricular programs, which has made General McLane
home to one of the most competitive arts programs in Erie,
PA. Art shows, musicals and dramas, as well as the Broadway
Dinner and choral and instrumental concerts are all part of
the McLane Advantage, which is available to tuition students
outside of the district.
For more information, visit generalmclane.org.

A community favorite is quickly approaching. General
McLane Foundation’s 13th Annual Holiday Arts Fair will
be held Saturday, Nov. 16 at General McLane High School.
Nearly 100 vendors will be in attendance, all of which
were booked by the middle of summer. This year’s crafts
include: ornaments, wreaths, yo-yo and cross-stitch items,
wood carvings, holiday arrangements and decorations,
puzzles, sweets, custom-made gift opportunities, soap and
lotions, signs, pottery and mixed media arts.
New this year will be Lancer Lane, an area dedicated to
General McLane organizations and clubs. This area will
showcase student work and fundraisers.
There will also be musical performances by General
McLane’s student groups throughout the day, including
performances by the high school and middle school bands
and the cast of “Cats.”
“We’ve had the outpouring of support from our
community over the years that have made this such a
successful event, and we hope to continue seeing that this
year,” said organizer Carrie Crow. “This event is one that
is highly regarded around the area because we display
the work of some of our area’s most unique artists while
directly supporting General McLane students.”
Last year’s event raised almost $8,000 for student
scholarships. All proceeds benefit the General McLane
Foundation, an organization founded in 2005 exclusively
for charitable educational purposes that will benefit the
students of the school district. More than $500,000 has
been donated to the General McLane Foundation the
district.
In addition, the General McLane Foundation works
with the Gillespie Foundation to give thousands of dollars
away each year to GM students who have completed two
years of college.
Tickets are $2.50 for adults and free for students and
children. The doors open at 10 a.m. and close at 5 p.m.
For more information, please call 814-273-1033 or e-mail
gmhsartsfair@gmail.com.

Philanthropy through the years and what it means for McLane

By Richard Scaletta

General McLane School District Superintendent
Philanthropy is defined as “the desire to
promote the welfare of others, expressed
especially by the generous donation of
money to good causes.” In the K–12 arena,
philanthropy used to only be a pursuit
for private schools. As public dollars for
education have become more scarce and
as more uncontrollable expenses have
accelerated, public schools are looking to
solicit philanthropists to maintain their level

of programming.
In June 2005, we formed the General
McLane Foundation as a designated recipient
of any philanthropic outreach for the district.
At that time, the primary aim was to raise
funds to keep scholarships alive in the district.
Over the years, scholarships which had been
established were depleted to a very low levels,
and scholarships given were very insignificant
amounts of money. The foundation at
that time was one of the only foundations
connected to the K-12 education system.
Now, most school districts have a foundation.

Over the years, our foundation has
been able to replenish and boost the many
scholarships offered to our students. This has
allowed us to go from offering scholarships
which were, frankly, an embarrassing amount
of money, to offering a decent amount of
money. Additionally, over the years, the
foundation has expanded its reach to not only
provide scholarships, but to provide a number
of funds that are designated to help the
district carry out specific programming.
The flagship fundraiser for the foundation
has been the annual Holiday Arts Fair. This
year, it is being held on Saturday, Nov. 16.
Please note that is one week earlier than
normal. This change of date will give you
an even greater head start on your holiday
shopping!
The Holiday Arts Fair features artisans who
create beautiful items you can purchase and use
as holiday gifts, which are certain to delight. The
vendors at this event are carefully selected and
only those who offer a high quality product are
permitted to sell. You won’t find reindeer made
out of clothespins or Christmas bells made out
of styrofoam cups here!
Another feature of the Holiday Arts Fair
is the opportunity it presents to some of our
internal organizations. Stroll down “Lancer
Lane” where school clubs, booster groups
and classes are permitted to set up tables to
provide information and/or sell fundraising
products. Some of the examples for this year

Around 100 veterans attend the annual Veteran’s Day Celebration each year at James W. Parker Middle School.

would include the high school technology
education classes selling products they’ve
made in the shops, the art club raising funds
for a trip to Europe, and the softball boosters
raising money for the softball program.
The Holiday Arts Fair requires an enormous
amount of work and is a good example of how
a community can support its schools. Founded
by local citizen and foundation board member
Sally Scarlet, and now continued by Carrie
Crow and Kelly Harrison, the event takes an
incredible amount of work and coordination.
Students and administrators within the high
school provide hands-on help to prepare the
facility for this event. Vendors graciously
come every year to sell their wares, but also
help our students. And, of course, community
members come out in force to support
the vendors and school groups with their
purchases. Last year, the event raised $7,400.
If you are a supporter of what we do at
General McLane, I would strongly urge you
to go to our website at generalmclane.org and
click on the GM Foundation tab at the top
right of the screen to learn more about the
opportunities for you to support programs of
the district.
If you are part of a business that regularly
invests in the Educational Improvement Tax
Credit (EITC) program of the state, we have
programs in which you can invest as well.
See you next Saturday!
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James W. Parker Middle School to host
their annual Veteran’s Day celebration
James W. Parker Middle School will host its annual Veteran’s
Day celebration on Friday, Nov. 8.
This annual salute to veterans event brings together close
to 100 veterans each year. All veterans are invited to breakfast
and a celebration that included the Posting of Colors, vocal
performances and a series of student speakers.
Breakfast begins at 8:15 a.m., the presentation begins at 9
a.m.

Edinboro University students and retired Army veteran
Aaron Douglas will serve as this year’s keynote speaker.
The event has taken place since 2006 and corresponds to the
8th grade’s social studies curriculum on American history. As
part of this curriculum, eighth graders also take a three-day trip
to Washington, D.C. every spring.
“Throughout American history, our success as a nation has
been dependent upon the sacrificial service of generations

of men and women in our military. We want students to
understand and honor the sacrifices made for us and for our
country,” said James W. Parker Middle School Principal Jason
Buto.
“This event gives us an opportunity to interact with and
honor the great men and women of our community who have
served in our military.”
For more information, contact Laura Brown at 814-273-1033.

